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ABSTRACT 

Academic advising needs to be efficient and productive in assisting the students to choose appropriate academic courses 

towards the completion of their selected programs in a beneficial manner. This paper is aimed at enhancing of student’s 

performance to help reduce the challenges of low grades associated with some students in universities. This challenges 

tells more of the quality of academic advising and services provided to the students in the universities. The goal of the 

proposed grading system will be a huge benefit to the improvement of the students’ performance. It is important to note 

that, “in today’s knowledge economy, performance management is a vital system as it contributes to the success of an 

universities in attracting and retaining the right people, training and developing students to realize their own potential as 

well as the university potential, and constitutes a system of evaluating and rewarding lecturers within the universities will 

go a long way in making the lecturers employ all strategies in order to help the students concentrate on their studies and 

have an encouraging performance. The aforesaid method of classifying student’s performance is useful in identifying the 

poor students by providing the framework that will guide the students to acquire better grades, or to change to other 

departments where they may be better suited. 

Keywords: advisory system, student’s performance, performance management. 

 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Academic advising is an intelligent cycle including the understudy and the scholastic counsel, with the sole 

motivation behind empowering the understudy to advance through the instructive program as soon a possible. The 

scholastic counsel assists understudies with choosing the most proper courses to sign up for and in the improvement 
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of study plans, all through the scholarly year [1]. The scholarly interests and the capacity to adapt to various 

branches of knowledge fluctuate from one understudy to another; it is, consequently, critical that due thought is 

given to these factors, by the consultant, in the exhorting system. A productive exhorting process additionally 

contributes towards the nature of an instructive establishment through the expansion in understudies' fulfillment and 

maintenance [2]. It is, accordingly, vital that the scholastic prompting task is allocated to proficient counsels who are 

devoted to the assignment and are open to understudies at whatever point help is required. The grouping of 

understudy's presentation is significant for instructive establishments to help the understudies towards the 

improvement of their scholastic exhibition, by giving them the potential chance to better their grades. As indicated 

by [3] as refered to in, understudy's scholastic achievement perhaps evaluated utilizing a mix of highlights, for 

example, course grades, semester Grade Point Average (GPA), total GPA (CGPA) and last GPA [4]. Along these 

lines, saw that, the evaluation of an understudy execution is an essential advance in protecting the understudy's 

accomplishment in learning. By the by, the current investigations have shown an expansion in the quantity of 

understudies acquiring low grades when they revamp the courses they recently fizzled. The previously mentioned 

issue may be attributed to the absence of sufficient technique that can be utilized to distinguish/prompt the frail 

understudies in tertiary establishments, with the plan to help them to score higher grades. For powerful and fruitful 

scholarly exhorting, the scholastic guides should likewise be learned about the institutional assets and approaches, 

subtleties of the projects and educational plans like course prerequisites, and understudies' exhibition [5], and so 

forth. In any case, the momentum circumstance in most of instructive foundations is that the scholastic exhorting 

task is alloted to employees who, notwithstanding their addressing obligations, panel work, and examination, are 

appointed a gathering of understudies to prompt and screen their advancement towards graduation. 

 In each scholastic term, understudies swarm in their scholarly counselors' workplaces to look for direction on their 

review plans. This could be a disappointing interaction for the two understudies and counselors, especially at the 

hour of the new admission of understudies [6]. Furthermore, the standard scholastic exhorting process is certifiably 

not a simple errand. It isn't just tedious yet should be completed as quickly as possible with due thoughtfulness 

regarding subtleties. Contingent upon how guides and understudies are associated with settling on choices 

concerning the determination of courses, scholastic exhorting can be delegated prescriptive, formative, coordinated, 

or meddling [7]. To guarantee nature of their program educational programs, all training establishments should 

characterize the related courses' learning results which must, thusly, be lined up with the program objectives. It is by 

and large concurred that the courses' learning results contribute, straightforwardly, to the achievement and the 

accomplishment of the actual program. Blossom's scientific classification has forever been the most often involved 

system in setting courses' learning results [8], especially under the mental space which portrays information, 

abilities, and capacities acquired by understudies by the graduation day [9]. Using this suspicion, our proposed 

prompting framework depends on the formative exhorting style. It considers the course necessities in arriving at 

conclusions about the determination of the courses an understudy can enlist for, notwithstanding the thought of the 

information, capacities, and abilities utilized and created by the understudy in courses effectively finished in past 

terms. 

2.0 Theoretical Framework 

There is a developing concern these days about the sort of colleges produce. The business is currently scrutinizing 

the uprightness of the current day instructors. The approach producers, teachers and the guardians have additionally 

joined the melody. In this paper, basic hypothesis was utilized to comprehend the idea of issues credited to the 

understudies' low presentation. Basic hypothesis depends on the way that the respondents are people who should be 

given independence from the conditions which appear to oppress them; and endorse the kind of conduct a majority 

rule society is supposed to involve [10]. The methodology is in concurrence with the possibility that; basic 

hypothesis "gives the unmistakable and regulating bases for social request pointed toward diminishing control and 

expanding opportunity in the entirety of their structures" [11]. This implies that with basic hypothesis the sabotaged 

people are enabled. In this sense lecturerss have been scrutinized for the unfortunate understudies' scholarly 

exhibition since they are compelled by a solemn obligation to make understudies go through all types of testing. 

They have been confined from other instruction partners and understudies' accomplishment is utilized to decide the 

instructors' adequacy. Speakers have been compromised with employment misfortunes each time when the 

outcomes are not satisfying the guardians and people in general. They are confronting 'imbalance' and 'separation' 

notwithstanding the way that understudies' not entirely settled by various elements which a few speakers have zero 

command over them. Along these lines, basic hypothesis tries to propel opportunity and a majority rules government 

to improve people and society [10]. With these perspectives we utilized a basic focal point to grill the instructors' 

and understudies sees about the declining execution. With basic hypothesis, "the specialist's point is to investigate 
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viewpoint and shared implications and to form experiences into circumstances for example colleges address rooms" 

[12]. Basic teachers try to realize what is significant or applicable to individuals by getting to know the social world 

and seeing it according to the perspective individuals being contemplated. Basic hypothesis "recognizes the 'bogus' 

or divided cognizance that carried an individual or gathering to relative weakness or, to be sure, power, and it 

questions the legitimateness of this" [13]. Basic hypothesis was utilized taking into account the way that the 

individuals who affect understudies' accomplishment face difficulties relating to the assumptions for the Batswana 

and the motivation behind schools. 

 

2.1 Review of Related Literature 

In this section, we survey some of the previous approaches used by researchers for an advisory system for student’s 

performance. Various approaches have been used for an advisory system to help students improve on their academic 

performance. Below, we give a brief review of research studies/ that have been conducted using different 

approaches. 

 

According [14], the reason for training is to outfit the populace with values, abilities and information to reshape their 

general public and kill disparity. This is on the grounds that instruction assists a person with fostering his/her 

capacities, perspectives and conduct that is adequate to the general public. The advantages of having quality 

schooling is that it can adjust to the changing necessities of the country as the world changes and lead the 

advancement of human asset and the nation's economy. Instructive establishments are commanded to involve 

training as a device for social change. The progress of a school is estimated by the nature of understudies it 

produces. The outcome of any instructive organization is estimated by the exhibition of its understudies in both 

scholar and non-scholastic tests. 

In [15], introduced a framework that utilizes information mining characterization strategy to follow understudy 

execution utilizing the GPA, CGPA or first-year achievement over an extensive stretch. The creator see that low 

scholarly presentation might impact different measures, for instance, graduation rates, and employability after 

graduation. That's what the creator proposed, by utilizing their methodology, foundations of higher learning might 

find designs and connect them to specific courses or projects to help understudies' scholarly exhibition. 

Likewise, [16] fostered a framework utilizing CART choice tree to appraise understudy's scholarly achievement 

utilizing various elements, for example, orientation, parent instruction, monetary foundation and so on. They saw 

that outcomes from the prompt past scholarly meeting might contribute monstrously in anticipating the understudies 

who are expected to breeze through or bomb in continuing assessment. 

Along a similar line, [17] fostered a meta choice tree classifier strategies reliant upon four specialist learning 

calculations, for example, Dagging, Adaboost, Grading and Bagging to make different choice trees. They took a 

gander at the four Meta learning strategies contrastingly concerning preparing set, informational collections, and 

assumed that Adaboost is best meta-choice classifier for dissecting understudies' exhibition. Besides, that's what 

they gathered, foreseeing accurately whether an understudy will pass or flop in a specific course is dependent upon 

the arrangement approach. 

Along these lines, the review performed by [18] showed that instructive information mining might be used to 

investigate understudy's learning conduct and lift their exhibition. The creator applied choice tree calculation to 

recognize differently concealed information from understudy's information that might be utilized to visualize future 

low grades as quickly as possibly. 

According, [19] utilized choice tree order calculation to foresee the presentation of understudy in ensuing 

assessments with the point that it improves the nature of advanced education framework. They analyzed the key 

highlights, for example, age, understudy orientation, understudy division and study type that might impact the 

understudy's achievements in courses. They introduced a framework that permits understudies to foresee the last 

grade of a course under review. 

In [20], utilized Bayesian organizations to outline how mental variable (like feeling of dread toward disappointment) 

may influence understudies' exhibition. They saw that the understudies in general execution might be improved by 

diminishing their anxiety toward disappointment factor by 30%. 

According to [21], utilized fluffy hereditary calculation and choice tree to anticipate understudies' (lord's and single 

guys) scholarly execution in a specific subject. Likewise, that's what they saw, in characterizing understudies' 

exhibition in a specific course, a few boundaries, for example, confirmation score, sessional marks and inner checks 

perhaps used. 
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Additionally, [22] presented a comparison between six classification methods (Decision tree, Rule learner, Naïve 

Bayes, neural network, 3-nearest neighbors and Support vector machine). The concluding outcomes placed the 

decision tree classifier ahead of other classifiers in the following order, the rule learner, the neural network classifier 

and Bayes classifiers. Notwithstanding, the entire classifiers presented an overall precision below 70%.  

The study performed by [23], showed that data mining can be utilized to categorize educational issues through the 

examination methods for assessing student performance. They observed that, the capacity of student’s performance 

is vital in an educational environment and can be swayed by various qualitative traits such as class test grade, 

attendance, seminar performance, age and time spent to study. In addition, they noted that, the initial examination of 

students in the instance of poor performance may help the institution to take appropriate action to enhance their 

performance through additional advising and tutoring.  

They used the decision tree classifier which could only estimate 65% of dropout instead of (80-100) %. Likewise, in 

the study performed by [24], they used Naive Bayes classifier algorithm, C4.5 algorithm, Multi-level K-Nearest 

Neighbor algorithm, and AODE to discover good precision for classification algorithm. Also, they used decision 

tree algorithm to examine the students’ performance which was tested in Waikato Environment for Knowledge 

Analysis (WEKA).  

Furthermore, [25] developed a classifier model using four various classification techniques: Discriminate analysis, 

artificial neural network, Decision tree algorithm, and support vector machine. The observed that educational mining 

provides best modelling tool for measuring student’s performance.  

The study by [26] developed a performance prediction model using Random tree and J48 (implementation of C4.5) 

to predict the third-semester performance of students. Their result shows that the J48 algorithm was less accurate 

when compared to a Random tree in predicting the performance of students.  

As well, in the study by [27] they used Naive Bayes Classifier technique to show the connection amongst sensitive 

ability of students alongside with cost-effectiveness and previous academic performance. In addition, to categorize 

new data, they considered classification as one of the best prediction techniques that will help the institution to 

classify the weak students and take proper actions.  

In this vein, the study performed by [11] used various classification techniques to develop qualitative predictive 

models, which were proficiently able to forecast the student’s grade from a training dataset. They discovered that the 

performance of students do not rely completely on academic handworks and that they may also be swayed by 

various factors such as environmental, psychological and financial factors. 

 In [12], they developed three classification multilayer i.e., perception, decision tree (C4.5) and Naive Bayes to 

predict student academic performance. The result of their prediction showed that Naïve Bayes classifier outclassed 

the other two classifiers by altering the complete prediction precision of 70%.  

Also, [13] evaluated some vital factors on student’s academic performance. They showed that the academic success 

of any student is the outcome of a difficult interchange of different factors, such as personality quality, study 

behavior, and personal curiosity of the student as well as training or coaching abilities of worried faculties. They 

used the Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) to examine the causes and factors affecting the academic grades of 

students.  

Furthermore, [14], developed smart recommender system based on related or contextual features that can predict 

student’s first-year academic achievement and also recommend essential action for enhancement. They also 

employed machine learning techniques as a pattern or model in the modeling of students IRS (Intelligent 

Recommendation System) framework.  

The study by [28], observed that internal marks and CGPA of a student are significant traits or features for future 

result prediction. Also, they discovered that the collection of various features  

The level of students’ performance has an impact on the roles played by education stakeholders. Students’ 

achievement is influenced by a number of factors. For the purpose of his study factors such as school leadership, 

teacher’s quality, parental support and students will be discussed in detail. Research has indicated that school 

leadership, teacher’s quality, parental support and students are detrimental to students’ high or low academic 

performance (MacNeil &Maclin, 2005). 
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3.0 The Proposed System 

Bloom’s taxonomy is the system that is the most often utilized recorded as a hard copy course learning results [2]. 

Its six levels are connected with the mental space: recollecting, understanding, applying, breaking down, assessing, 

and making. Some way or another, the utilization of understudies' capacities as far as information and abilities under 

the prompting system for the forthcoming semester ought to be thought about. We feel it to be a significant 

component that should be considered to foster a superior scholarly informing framework for the choice with respect 

to courses for the accompanying semester. Thusly, our proposed framework suggests that for each course a weighted 

rate ought to be appointed for every one of Bloom's six classifications with rate weightage going from 0 to 100. The 

greatest all out that can be allotted to a solitary subject isn't surpassing 100. For an early on course, the learning 

result targets would be founded on recollecting and understanding while those the assigned weightage of advance 

courses would be founded on application, assessment, and imagination. By allotting the expected capacities 

weightage to courses, as proposed, will help in (1) concocting appraisal strategies in view of the objective capacities, 

(2) surveying the presentation of understudies for every capacity in that course, and (3) utilizing understudies' 

exhibition to evaluate the accomplishment of the course learning results (CLOs) and recommending enhancements 

with respect to instructing and additionally evaluation techniques. The proposed approach would likewise help in (4) 

investigation of graduated understudies' capacities to recognize possible shortcomings, call attention to 

modifications of the program educational plan, and recommend enhancements to cure these issues. What's more, the 

proposed strategy will empower the assortment of understudies' capacities information from the courses taken. This 

can, then, at that point, be utilized to suggest understudies' scholastic areas of solidarity where they are bound to 

succeed. The data can likewise be utilized to propose expected move to different majors. 

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The study indicate the impact of lecturers on the students’ academic performance. The new grading system will be a 

huge benefit to the improvement of the students’ performance. It is important to note that, “in today’s knowledge 

economy, performance management is a vital system as it contributes to the success of an universities in attracting and 

retaining the right people, training and developing students to realize their own potential as well as the university 

potential, and constitutes a system of evaluating and rewarding lecturers within the universities” [29]. This suggests that 

for the success of a university, students should be well trained in preparation of the examinations; and to achieve this, 

lecturers should be motivated. The findings are discussed according to existing research, the lack of motivation of 

lecturers in a way triggers the low effectiveness of lecturing, factors contributing to students’ low performance and poor 

Strategies. 

 

5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Majority respondents strongly feel that absence of assets, unfortunate working circumstances, time and absence of 

motivators had positively added to speakers' low resolve, subsequently, applied less exertion in their day to day 

obligations. In this manner there is a requirement for different partners to take an interest in the schooling of the 

understudy for the quick changes in the school system. Understudies' mentalities towards their learning has be an 

extremely putting factor down. There is a precept which says "you can lead a pony to the waterway yet you can't power 

to drink." But with legitimate direction understudies' outlook can be changed. The new reviewing framework will be a 

colossal advantage to the improvement of the understudies' presentation. It is essential to take note of that, "in the present 

information economy, execution the executives is a fundamental framework as it adds to the outcome of a colleges in 

drawing in and holding the perfect individuals, preparing and creating understudies to understand their own true capacity 

as well as the college potential, and establishes a process for assessing and remunerating teachers inside the colleges will 

go quite far in making the speakers utilize all procedures to assist the understudies with focusing on their examinations 

and have a reassuring presentation. 
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